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1. The Capital Campaign Allocation Subcommittee (AS) designs the Gift Allocation Process (GAP).  Identify the top 

priorities for Phase 1 ($750K received), Phase 2 ($750K to $1M received) and Phase 3 (more than $1M received).  

2. The AS submits proposed GAP to the Capital Campaign Committee (CCC) for review, feedback and subsequent 

approval. 

3. The CCC and AS submit the proposed GAP to the Executive Committee and Council for review, feedback and 

subsequent approval. 

4. The AS reviews and assesses the Council feedback and adjusts the GAP accordingly.   

5. The AS implements the GAP. 

6. Based upon the prior feedback from the Capital Campaign participants, the AS proposes an initial DRAFT set of 

priorities for Phases 1, 2 and 3.   

7. The AS obtains the feedback from the Capital Campaign participants on the DRAFT set of priorities and 

reconsiders the DRAFT proposal of priorities. 

8. The AS submits these recommendations to the CCC for review, feedback and subsequent approval. 

9. The CCC and AS submit the Gift Allocation priorities recommendations to the Executive Committee and the 

Council for review, feedback and subsequent approval. 

10. Once the gifts received exceeds the appropriate Phase threshold, the AS communicates and educates the 

Congregation on the process and recommendations and obtains additional feedback from the Congregation. 

This work could include the Sunday Service temple talk update, Newsletter, emailed letter and/or open 

discussion at an Adult Forum. 

11. The AS utilizes the feedback from the Congregation to reconsider the recommendations. 

12. The AS provides the CCC their “final” recommendations for review, feedback and subsequent approval. 

13. The CCC and AS submit their “final” recommendations to the Executive Committee and the Council for review, 

feedback and subsequent approval. 

14. The Congregation will be asked to vote on the allocation recommendations for the entire $1.5M program list, 

with spending limited to the gifts received (Phase 1, 2 and 3). 

15. Upon Congregation approval, the first $750K can be utilized appropriately (Phase1). 

Phases 2 through 4 

16. When the CCC has determined a sufficient giving level has been realized (the next increment of giving), the AS 

and CCC will update that Phase of actual total gifts received and re-evaluate the initial Phase allocation 

recommendations. 

17. These recommendations will be submitted to the Executive Committee and Council for review, feedback and 

subsequent approval. 

18. Update the communication with the congregation. 

Phase 5 (or Final Stage) 

19. When the final amount of gifts received have been received and the CCC has determined the giving program has 

ended, the AS and CCC will update the final Phase actual total gifts received and re-evaluate the previous 

allocation recommendations. 

20. These recommendations will be submitted to the Executive Committee and Council for review, feedback and 

subsequent approval. 

21. Update the communication with the congregation. 

22. The final Capital Campaign gifts will be allocated based upon the final allocation recommendations and the 

entire program will be ended. 


